Spring 2011

Voice of 555

The TWU 555 Negotiating Committee is in place and has been
gearing up for another collective bargaining session. Our
seven negotiators have much to bring to the table but have
also made it clear from the get-go: there’s only one voice
that counts. The voice of a dues paying member.

Back to the Collective Bargaining Table
I would like to update you on the continuing work for our
upcoming contract negotiations, and convey to you some
important dates and events that will be coming up.
Our Preliminary Survey was
sent to each member’s home in
February, with a deadline to be
mailed back by March 10th. It is
imperative that you, the
membership, be involved in all
stages of this most important
process. We need suggestions
and ideas, prioritized by each
member, so that your
Negotiating Committee knows
what is most important to you.
The results of the Preliminary
Survey will be used in
formulating the follow-up, more
Charles Cerf
comprehensive Contract Survey
TWU 555 President
you will receive in early April.
This will be our guide to
preparing our proposals and priorities in our upcoming contract
negotiations.
Next, starting in May, the Education Committee (along with the
Local Executive Board, as their schedule permits) will be holding
meetings in each station to educate our members on the
negotiation process outlined by the Railway Labor Act. These
meetings are a much-improved version of the contract education
meetings that were held prior to the 2008 negotiations. As the
members of the Education Committee visit each station, they will
be discussing how the law determines when and how
negotiations proceed. Ryan Notton, John Ardes, Greg Puriski,
and the new committee member, will also be signing members up
to receive negotiations updates via email as negotiations
proceed. This has proven to be a unique way for us to provide
up-to-date reports on the progress of contract negotiations. This
communication tool allows us to not rely solely on more
traditional methods such as faxes and 1-800 hotlines.
As negotiations are scheduled to begin on or about July 1, 2011,
this will be the first negotiations for over a third of our 7,500
members. Ask yourself how important it is for you to know the
procedures in reaching a new collective bargaining agreement,
especially considering that the results of these negotiations will
determine your pay, benefits, work rules, and grievance rights for
your future.
Many of you already know the importance. As your TWU Local
555 president, I ask you to communicate with some of these
newer members and encourage them to take the extra time to be
an educated member. By being a supportive brother or sister, you
assist us in getting the contract we all deserve.
Fraternally,

Trouble on the Horizon for SWA
I was watching a commercial on TV the other night, one of the
bag fee court ones. When interviewing the “other airline”
executive he made the statement, “They [SWA] love customers. I
love cash!” Do we truly love our
customers anymore?
I was sitting in the terminal
preparing to go on a flight while
talking to the operations agent
working the flight before mine
(same gate). He told me that my
flight was holding short, awaiting
the push at this gate. They had
arrived 10 minutes early. I
looked out the window and
noticed the gate next door was
vacant and looked at the gate
reader and saw that there
weren’t any flights scheduled for
Jerry McCrummen
that gate. Why wait? Why not
Vice President
bring the flight into the next
gate? The reason that it was not brought into the other gate was
because in their infinite wisdom station management determined
that we would not staff or operate that gate that morning. We
decided to make the customers wait.
The aircraft prior to my flight pushed the gate and my aircraft
pulled in. After deplaning 69 passengers and boarding 70+1, we
pushed off the gate five minutes late. The pilot did a really good
job of making up time, and we landed at our destination on time.
How do you think the businessmen felt that were running late for
their meetings because station management made the
determination not to staff or operate all the available gates? I
watched them deplane. I saw them muttering, and I observed
their displeasure. Did they feel loved? How was the delay coded
for my departure? What is the delay code for management or
corporate greed? What is the delay code for customer
insensitivity? You can rest assured that if the agent was to write it
up truthfully that it would be changed by an operations supervisor
later, but that is another story altogether.
We cannot continue to operate this airline on the premise that we
are SWA—we are not as bad as the others; they will continue to
fly with us.
I first noticed a marked reduction in customer service when RX
(or API or whatever they are calling themselves these days) first
appeared on the scene. It was acceptable practice for customers
to wait 12-13 minutes in line to receive their boarding passes at
the counter. We don’t need to man all the customer service agent
stations. We have kiosks now! We need more productivity. We
need to tweak schedules to maximize utilization. We need to use
models to dictate the schedules and gate utilization. In their
infinite wisdom, the “Staff Planning” department was created. I
have been told by vice presidents that schedules from
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Negotiations Timeline

headquarters are suggestions and can be tweaked by local
management to better fit the station’s needs. This message has
not been passed along to the stations, or it appears that local
management, in most stations, does not want to be labeled as a
non-team player and just goes along with it and attempts to make
it work.
We have fewer members today than we had three years ago, yet
we have opened six cities—ECP, BOS, LGA, MKE, MSP, and
SFO—without increasing the overall staffing levels. We have
already announced and are opening CHS, EWR, and GSP this
year. We continue to expand and grow, yet we cannot staff what
we operate now. Staffing levels are at an all time low. According
to the last staffing report for 2-11-11, we are below authorized
staffing levels (on the ramp) in 41 of the 69 cities we currently
serve, almost 60% of them. We are below authorized staffing
levels in operations in 21 of the 69 cities, 30%.
The staffing shortages increase injuries and lead to even greater
shortages in manpower. It is a vicious cycle, and the victims are
my fellow brothers and sisters. I have seen mandatory overtime
affect their quality of life and expose them to discipline. At SWA,
we love to pat ourselves on the back. We tout our successes and
publicize how we treat our employees like family. We have
always bragged about how many people want to come to work at
SWA. Here is a novel idea, if that is true, hire them! If our agents
only did their jobs correctly 40% of the time, we would not be
employed here. We are held accountable; someone needs to be
held accountable in the People Department.
I hear the excuses. “It’s too hard to hire people due to
background checks and the Department of Labor rules.” That
overused cop-out explanation only holds so much water. How
does it explain the shortages in ops? There is no reason for
operations to be short. We used to promote from within. They
have already passed background checks, and they are here. I
have a hunch that recruiters, managers, and directors in the
People Department aren’t required to work on their days off.
Share our pain! They should only get one day off a week until all
staffing is at its authorized levels. They need to work an
extension of 3 hours and 45 minutes every day or face discipline
for refusing it. Try to make plans while not knowing if you will
leave at your scheduled time off.
My hat is off to all the members of TWU Local 555 for the job that
you do on a daily basis. The women and men of this local do so
much under very difficult and trying conditions. You load the

luggage while dealing with many elements, such as bad weather
conditions, heavier bags, and extreme shortages in staffing
levels. Due to your willingness and ability to handle HRs the
company was able to tap into this very lucrative market and add
needed funds to our bottom line. Cargo revenue continues to rise
every year. This adds money to the bottom line, which is solely
due to the members of this local handling this commodity.
The “no fees” advertising campaign has greatly enhanced our
bottom line by adding additional passengers. These additional
passengers bring luggage along with them when they travel. This
luggage is loaded and handled by the members of this local. The
planes are full! We are carrying more passengers than we ever
have before. In the 4th quarter of last year we had a record load
factor of 80.7%. That is factoring in all departures, and 80.7% of
all available seats were occupied! That is incredible.
At the top of your paychecks it states, “Deposits made possible
by your Southwest Customers.” Our passengers provide the
revenue by buying their tickets, but it is on the backs of the
members of this local that every SWA employee is provided with
a good living: all the way from our CEO to the lowest paid
employee at HDQ. We are a part of the team and, in my opinion,
the most important part of the team.
Be safe and may God protect and keep you.
Fraternally,
jerry.mccrummen@twu555.org

The Extra $4/hr Just Isn’t Enough!
All of us have heard we need to work leaner and do more with
less. We answer that challenge daily. Yet, while we work harder
with less, here is an example of the money we save being
misused by management.
This story takes place on a
Sunday… football Sunday in
Steelburgh. 1330 comes and the
morning supervisor leaves.
There is now an “acting
supervisor” on double-time. (I
have yet to find a job description
for an acting supervisor. Are they
management or not?).
As the night progresses, it
becomes known to the people on
shift that all of the supervisors
Nelson Sossaman (PIT-R) are attending a catered
“Supervisor Dinner & Football
Party” at the station manager’s house. Now we all know you drink
hot cocoa at a football party, right?
2230 comes, game’s over, and the closing supervisor, fresh from
dinner and watching the football game, arrives to finish his shift.
He writes himself in starting work at 1600, which everyone
working knows is a lie, as he was not at work but at a
dinner/football party.
As we all know, news spreads. Agents/shareholders are upset at
this theft of time and waste of our money, so one by one, irregs
are submitted. The Steelburgh station manager enters the break
room and tells everyone that writing a false time of arrival on a
time sheet is not theft of time. Evidently, with the district
manager’s approval, the supervisor was instructed to write
himself in as being at work six and a half hours prior to actual
arrival. It wasn’t fair for him to lose pay to attend a company
function (Really? Have you ever received an invite to a
company football party? I haven’t. Agents don’t get paid for
-4- attending a company holiday party, yet management gets

paid for attending a “company” football party? *cough*Double
standard!) and it wasn’t fair for him to have to miss the function.
I’m sure we’re all glad the days we have worked short has
provided enough money for management to pay supervisors to
not come to work while paying an agent double-time to cover
them. Only thing I’m confused about is how is that demonstrating
the servant’s heart or the warrior spirit?
Nelson Sossaman
PIT Ramp Agent

Time to Wake Up!
Now that I have your attention, please, keep reading.
Negotiations are around the corner. Surveys will, or have already,
come out. I can’t stress enough how important these surveys
really are. The surveys are your
voice. You will be able to tell the
negotiating committee what it is
that’s important and dear to you.
Also understand, with anything
new that we may try to negotiate
will also come the inevitable,
“What are you willing to trade?”
Nothing is guaranteed or comes
easy. For now, whatever is
currently in the collective
bargaining agreement stays in
the collective bargaining
agreement, and any new
Mike Martinez
agreements will have to be
District 1 Representative mutually approved for them to
enter into our CBA. Same holds
true for anything either side tries to negotiate out of the contract.
The surveys will be your chance to tell your union what it is
you’re looking to put in, or take out, of the CBA. In the end, all of
it has to be mutually agreed upon by both sides.
One issue I would like to point out in our
contract is in regards to our system
board locations. Currently our CBA
states, “All System Board hearings will
TWU
be convened in Dallas or at a mutually
agreeable location.” In my own personal
opinion, this needs to change. What it
should say is, “All System Board hearings
will be convened at the originating
grievance station or at a mutually
agreeable location.”

Tr an
So ut

Our airline is growing. With the possible addition of Air Tran, we
will grow by approximately 25%. That’s a big number, considering
we’re not a small player in the airline industry anymore. It won’t
be feasible anymore to conduct business the old way. I would
love to hear an argument as to why we should continue business
the “the old way.” I don’t want excuses, but a viable argument as
to why the old way is the better way. The new way would also
make us all more visible. District reps and upper management
would be even more accessible. Would it scare employee
resources to have to face the membership in person? Are they
worried they wouldn’t be able to explain why they seem fixated
on a lot of petty issues?
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I myself have been lucky enough to deal with a very good
employee resources manager, who on occasion will travel.
The same doesn’t hold true for most of the rest. It’s time
they start taking their show on the road, just like the
district reps have to on a continual basis. The home
court advantage management currently enjoys gives
them access to whatever they need. We have to work
out of a suitcase: not necessarily the ideal way to
work.
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Times have changed. We are no longer just
a “southwest” airline. Insisting that our
system boards take place in Dallas is an
outdated concept. Welcome to the 21st century.
Not only would a change in contract language
regarding system board hearings be a more
viable way of conducting such grievance
hearings, but it would also reduce costs incurred on both sides.
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When it’s my turn to fill it out, this topic will be at the
top of my survey. I am here asking all of you to join
me in trying to get this part of our CBA changed. It
may not be the top of your list of priorities, but I
would genuinely appreciate it if it did make note of
it on your survey.

Again, “What are you willing to give up for this?”
is the basic question. It’s obvious to me that we
shouldn’t have to fork over anything that is very
meaningful to the membership. We should not have
to give up something big in order to perpetuate laziness for a
handful of managers that just don’t want to travel. And therein lies
my whole argument. If the company wants us to give up
something big in order to change something that doesn’t harm
anyone, then we’re being had! What they’re really saying is, “We
don’t care if all of you have to travel. We only care if less than 10
of us have to travel.”
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Not to mention being able to utilize more witnesses for system
boards…It’s no secret that employees/managers are reluctant to
fly all the way down to Dallas for a board. The difference is that
employees have a choice whether they want to come to DAL or
On another note, I’m glad to see that baseball season is upon us.
not. Managers do not have that same luxury. Some grievants
Glad to have you back, baseball!!! Good luck to all of your
“settle” due to not wanting to fly all the way down to the Big D.
favorite teams. Be safe, be smart, and help each other out.
Why should it be this way? If anyone could explain to me why
it still makes sense for all system board hearings to be held in
m.martinez@twu555.org
-5Dallas, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

FMLA Woes
Many of you are
experiencing the
challenges of the
transition from Aetna to
SWA administering the
Family Medical Leave
Act. To the right and
below, you will find the
information in its entirety
that has been given to
TWU Local 555 to aide
in your education and
ease of usage through
this new process.

Amye L. Thompson
Leave Specialist

I attribute the lack of
information to the
company’s lack of
organization in rolling
this procedure out. The
company is being very
reactive. They want
every question sent to
them in writing and
copied to the employee
resources group so that
you can be correctly
disciplined for
misunderstanding their
new FMLA process.
You agents are the end
user of this benefit. It is
highly important for you
to call the union office if
you believe that you
are not being given the
benefit of the Family
Medical leave Act.
a.thompson@twu555.org
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former cases that
you may not
know about.
There are
numerous
reasons why it is
in your best
interest to have
your union rep in
that, and any,
meeting with
management.

Your Voice, Your Contract
During recent station visits, I have been questioned about the
upcoming contract negotiations. The most prevalent question
asked—“What are we going to ask for?” My answer is rather
simple…whatever you the
membership want. Your voice,
your word, your contract. This is
what the survey is for; it is your
opportunity to let your voice be
heard.
Depending on the timing of this
article, you may already have
your survey sitting on the table
or in your locker. I strongly
encourage every member to get
the survey and go through it.
Make sure you take the time. It
is important. The contract
Robert “Wolfie” Bettinger consists of your pay and your
District 5 Representative benefits, as well as the work
rules that we live by. If you want
change, now is the time to speak up.
Let me give you an example of what I am referring to. I recently
received a phone call about an issue that was not contractual.
(Due to the specificity of its nature, I will refrain from speaking of
the actual incident but will, rather, use a complaint that has come
up in one of the bigger stations in our district to illustrate my
point.).
This member thought that it was outrageous that some members
in other stations get free parking while he has to pay for his
parking. The member told me he wanted to file a grievance over
the issue. I asked him to please direct me to the article in the
contact where the company (who is not in charge of the parking
lot) violated the contract. After several minutes the member was
unable to point out the contractual violation but still insisted the
company should pay for his station parking. This is a perfect time
for that member to let his voice be heard. All he needs to do is
put it on his survey, and if enough members agree that it is an
issue that needs to be in the contract, the negotiators will try and
bargain for free or reduced parking. While this may not be the top
item, it most definitely needs to be on this and any other
member’s survey who feels the same way. Let your voice be
heard. Fill out the surveys. It is our contract.
Before I end this article I would also like to touch base with you
on another item. I have recently received several grievances in
my district over excessive discipline. And, while Article 20
grievances are not uncommon, there was one that especially
troubled me. The grievance was over a letter of warning, which
the agent believed was unjust and constituted excessive
discipline. When I got to reading his letter of warning, the first
paragraph said, “[On such and such date] you were given the
benefit of fact finding meeting, at this meeting you declined union
representation.”
Let me be clear: union representation in a fact finding meeting is
your right. If you choose to not have the union rep in your
meeting, you’re within your jurisdiction. I called the grievant and
asked him why he did this. I was concerned that he did not like or
trust the TWU station rep. He told me that was not the case. He
had no hang ups with his union rep. He just felt like he didn’t
need representation.
Brother and sisters, this is dangerous. Without union
representation, you are putting your job on the line. Your reps
have been trained how to handle some of the issues that you
may not realize. They have knowledge on past practice from

In closing, I would
like to thank all of
our local reps for
doing an
outstanding job.
We have recently
had an outrageous increase in excessive discipline cases that
have come up my level. As of the writing of this article all of the
cases have been either been reduced to an acceptable level or
discipline dismissed completely.
robert.bettinger@twu555.org

MLK Observance 2011
The 2011 AFL-CIO’s Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. birthday
observance took place this year in Cincinnati, OH. The five day
event was attended by over 500 members of various unions
across the country, from every
sector of the work force,
including locals from the
Transport Workers Union of
America, AFL-CIO. Attending for
TWU Local 555 along with me
was HOU Ramp Agent &
Human Rights Committee
Member Curtis Brown.
There are a few reasons why
Cincinnati, OH was chosen to
host this year’s observance.
First, the city of Cincinnati has a
rich civil rights history due to its
location on the banks of the
Ralph Darnell
Ohio River, which served as a
Secretary/Treasurer
natural dividing line between the
slave states of the South and the free states of the North.
Because of this, it served as one of the last stops on the
Underground Railroad. Although it was one of the last stops,
slaves who made it across the river to Cincinnati from Kentucky
were not entirely safe. Laws on the books at that time gave
runaway slave hunters the right to legally come across the river,
into a free state, to search for these slaves seeking their freedom
and try to return them to their so called “owners”. To be truly safe
at that time slaves would have to continue their journey, with the
help of both whites and free blacks, until they were able to cross
the border into Canada.
Another reason for choosing Cincinnati is that both the city and
state governments there are trying to do away with union rights.
The city of Cincinnati is trying to privatize the sanitation work
there, which would mean the loss of good paying union jobs and
benefits. Dr. King was assassinated while he was in Memphis, TN
trying to organize and fight for the rights of the sanitation workers.
It was in that spirit after a town hall meeting Friday night that all in
attendance marched down the streets of Cincinnati, almost
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500 union members strong, led by a
sanitation truck to the steps of city hall to
hold a candlelight vigil, to let the city officials
who look to break the unions and harm their
families’ welfare know that we will not stand
idly by and let this happen.
We attended classes and workshops and
heard from various speakers throughout the
weekend. We also participated in a
community service project. This year several
schools were in need of help and we were
there to give it. Curtis and I, along with most
of the other TWU locals, went to Rockdale
Academy, a K-7 grade school. There we
helped the staff clean graffiti from walls,
read and tutored to the younger students,
organized the library, sorted through various
learning kits, and cleaned windows…lots
and lots of windows.
As always the observance ended with us
participating in the MLK parade through
downtown Cincinnati. TWU International has
a long history with Dr. King. While our
founder Michael J. Quill was fighting for the
rights of workers and Dr. King was fighting
for civil and human rights, they formed a
bond realizing that they were in essence
fighting for the same thing. If you wish to
find out more about our union history and
relationship with the human rights movement go to www.twu.org
and click on the history tab at the lower left of the page.
I want to leave you with a quote from Dr. King.
When your union was born in strife during the turbulent times, it
grew and developed in the pioneering democratic tradition of a
CIO union, with respect to racial equality. Your crusading spirit –
which broke through the open shop stronghold, also broke
through the doubled walled citadels of race prejudice.
ralph.darnell@twu555.org

Our Healthcare Contributions
Climb Over 100%
Our Southwest healthcare costs are going up at an alarming
rate—over a 100% increase in the last two years. And there is
nothing we can about it, or is there?
In 2007 our annual cost for the
EPO plan was $480 for each
member and his or her family. In
2008 the cost for the same plan
increased 25%, to $600
annually, with more increases in
copayments. In 2009 the cost
for the same plan, with less
coverage, increased to $720, an
increase of 20%.

Greg Puriski
Education Committee

So I’m sure you’re saying to
yourself, “Hey, that’s not too
bad. We all know the problem
with the rising costs of
healthcare in our country.” And
to an extent I agree, but this
is where it gets ridiculous.

In 2010 the cost for the same EPO plan increased 98% to a
whopping $1,428 annually, with additional increases in our
copayments. In 2011 that same plan increased yet again, but not
as bad as the previous year. (This time it only increased 42.8% to
$2,040, again with more increases in our copayments.)
Basically, that means we are paying almost a $1 an hour (based
on a 40 hour work week) for our healthcare, with no end in sight
as to potential increases. Southwest can and will continue to
raise our rates as much as they want and there isn’t a damn thing
we can do about it. Or is there?

Everything Is Negotiable
We can fight to have some limits
put in for how much they can
increase our healthcare annually.
“How?” you ask. Well, we could start by
trying to negotiate a cap on our
healthcare increases through our
collective bargaining agreement, because
if we don’t do something about it now
they will continue to raise our rates any
amount they wish every year.
Don’t get me wrong. I understand that healthcare costs are
increasing nationally, but our increases have outnumbered the
national rate over the last 10 years and that just isn’t fair. What
good does it do if every increase in pay we negotiate is taken
away on the backend for healthcare?
We need to put an end to limitless increases on our healthcare
and install some limits to the percentage of increases they can
impose on us before it’s $2 for every hour we work. Speak out
and put a stop to this madness! When the surveys come out, let
your negotiating committee know you are willing to stand up and
fight to put an end to these outrageous rate increases.

-8-
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Greetings
By the time you read this article the snow storms should be
winding down and spring should be in the air. My hope is that the
unnecessary discipline letters that the company has been issuing
this winter will be winding down
as well. As I am writing this
letter, district 7 has 44
grievances that are all at
different phases in the appeals
process. Of those 44
grievances, 38 of them are for
unjust discipline letters. These
discipline letters have a
common theme: an employee
makes an honest mistake and
receives a letter stating that the
employee is careless, negligent,
and failing to comply with the
safety rules and regulations. Our
Heard Bryant
employees, who are all human
District 7 Representative beings, do make mistakes;
however, these discipline letters
go on to say that further violations of this nature will result in
further discipline including termination!
Our supervisors, managers, directors, employee resources,
company attorneys, and all of our VPs make mistakes as well.
Why? Because they are also human beings. Unlike our members,
however, members of the management are not threatened with
termination letters every time they make a mistake, so why are
our members?
We recently had two arbitration decisions from district 7. One was
overturned by the arbitrator and the agent was reinstated. The
other was an unjust final letter of warning for job performance,
which was removed. Stay tuned as these cases move through
the grievance process.
On another note, we recently had new representative training in
SJC, which was positive and productive. I would like to thank all
of my station reps and their alternates who attended from SJC,
SFO, BUR, SMF, LAX and LAS. (See pictures at bottom and
top of this page.) I would also like to give a special recognition
to my Alternate Mike Roach and the Alternate Station Rep (SMF)
Jose Landeros for their assistance. Great job everyone!
“All that is valuable in human society depends on the opportunity
for development accorded the individual.” –Albert Einstein,
German-born American Nobel Peace Prize Winning Physicist
Work safe, work smart, and continue to look out for one another.
Fraternally,
h.bryant@twu555.org

Greetings from the Mighty District 3
It has been several months since our last conversation as a
district, but here we are again ready to discuss the current issues
that we are fighting at this time. Since the last newsletter there
have been several grievances
ranging from terminations to OT
bypasses. Many of the
terminations that I have handled
were over attendance. When I
am investigating these
grievances I am often told by
the grievant that the last point(s)
they received were incorrect for
one reason or another. While
researching these claims I have
found more times than not that
there was an issue with the last
point(s). When this has been the
case we have been successful
Randy Barnes
in getting the member’s job
District 3 Representative reinstated.
Although we have been successful in many cases we can’t miss
the actual point in this, and that has to do with the question of
why your points are that high in the first place. It is commonly
stated that the point that gets you fired isn’t the last one but all of
the others leading up to it. Let me put it a different way, If you
start driving down a very long and steep hill and at the top of it
you learn that your brakes are bad you generally will try and go
as slow as possible, even stopping or going a alternate route to
prevent the impending fatal crash at the bottom of the hill. Many
of us would choose to repair our brakes at the top long before we
start down that hill, but some of us procrastinate and say ,“I’ll be
alright; I know what I’m doing.” These are often the final words
before termination. When someone calls in sick, takes a personal
day, gets to work late, or even no shows they know that with it
comes some form of consequence. Each and every time this
happens the results are mounting in nature. If you don’t take it
seriously every time you will find yourself in trouble with points.
Our contract allows for a total of seven (7) points to be accrued
before termination. Including the negative level of points that we
can attain, we have a total of 12 points. Some people see this as
points they can use to take off from work. I have seen people
spend years hovering near seven points, and when they get to
seven or more points they can’t understand how the company
could fire them for attendance. I have also seen people let their
points get close to seven then decide to go the three months to
record improve, only to call off or no show within a day or two of
their points rolling off.

Adam Ah Quin 29449
LAS Freight Agent

TWU 555 NEGOTIA

Number of Years With SWA: 16
Previous Stations: SLC
Previous Positions: Ramp Agent, Ops Agent, Ops Supervisor (Aug-Dec ‘95)
Union/Labor Experience: Alternate Rep, Station Rep, System Board Member
Favorite Quote: Labor is prior to, and independent of, capital. Capital is only the fruit of
labor, and could never have existed if labor had not first existed. Labor is the superior
of capital, and deserves much of the higher consideration. -Abraham Lincoln...As I
see it, our labor bears the fruit of what we know as Southwest Airlines.
To Our Membership: At some point, we need to give of our time and talents. I bring
simplicity to our team, and hope to relay a better understanding to our 555 members. I
commend those who did put in for the negotiation team. I can’t venture to say what set
me apart during the interviews, but I will do my best to represent us and our families.
Currently I am happy as a freight agent in Las Vegas, but who knows what the future
holds? Maybe a district rep. in Hawaii? It is my hope that we all play an active role in
securing our future, with the best contract this industry has ever seen, to date. Please exercise your rights as a union
member to voice your concerns or favors over what is in our current contract. Let us be united in our quest for a better future.

Mike Aron 17796
DEN Provo Agent
Number of Years With SWA: 19
Previous Stations: SFO, OAK, SMF, PHX, DAL
Previous Positions: Ramp Agent
Union/Labor Experience: Alternate Rep, Station Rep, System Board Member (15 yrs),
2009 TWU Int’l Convention Delegate, 2000 Negotiating Committee Member
Favorite Quote: A friend is one who has the same enemies as you have. -Abraham
Lincoln
To Our Membership: I have served on the Negotiating Committee, and with my
previous union experience I feel I have a lot to offer towards the best collective
bargaining agreement for our members. I have no other ambition than to obtain a fair
and equitable contract for all our union brothers and sisters. Please remember, our
Negotiating Committee is only as strong as the membership, and together we will fight
for an industry-leading contract.

Alfonso Santoyo 91970
MDW Ramp Agent
Number of Years With SWA: 2
Favorite Quote: Aut inveniam viam aut faciam. - “I shall either find a way or make one.”
To Our Membership: I recognized an opportunity to help the membership, and
negotiations appeared to be a natural fit with my background and was something for
which I thought myself qualified to do. I have a background in finance and my
concentration in school was economics . I’d like to believe I am someone who can read
between the numbers and recognize value. With any hope, I’d like to continue with
Local 555 and work for the membership in an appropriate capacity. The members of
our local work hard every day to guarantee the continued success of Southwest
Airlines. I am humbled and honored to advocate on their behalf and have every
intention to secure the very best contract that reflects their stellar contribution.

TING COMMITTEE

Curtis Clevenger 9829
TUL Operations Agent

Number of Years With SWA: 24
Previous Stations: PHX
Previous Positions: Ramp Agent, Ops Agent, Freight Agent, Ramp Supervisor
Union/Labor Experience: Alternate Rep, Station Rep, TWU 555 Grievance Specialist
(current union position, has held for over five years)
To Our Membership: I got involved with the Negotiating Committee simply because I
feel it’s our responsibility as union members. My current position with TWU 555 gives
me insight to contractual issues with company - the struggles to keep what we have
negotiated and the consequences of fighting to keep it. My future plans will depend on
the circumstances at those times; however, at this point in time and at this juncture in
our own local’s history, I feel unity is more important than any other goal.

John Kaczmarek 66335
PIT Ramp Agent
Number of Years With SWA: 10
Previous Stations: PBI
Union/Labor Experience: PBI Station & Safety Rep, Dist Safety Rep, PIT Station & Safety, TWU
Int’l Convention Delegate, Member of the Negotiating Committee for current (red) contract,
Allegheny County Labor Council delegate
Favorite Quote: For every dollar the boss has and didn’t work for, one of us worked for a dollar
and didn’t get it. -Big Bill Haywood, President of the IWW
To Our Membership: Our contract is the single most important piece of work that is done by a
union for its members. Our CBA and its language within govern our daily lives and determine
how enjoyable, respectful, secure, and financially sound our lives will be both at work and while
outside of it. I wanted to do my part once again to attempt to attain the goals our membership
requires to improve upon our current CBA and to ensure that our voices are heard and concerns
are addressed while undertaking this task with the company. I have an intensity and genuine
concern that workers be treated fairly and rewarded well for their daily toiling in the workplace. I
have and will work diligently to achieve these goals. Our contract is a testament to the resolve of each and every one of you reading this.
As long as we stand together, remain patient and united, dig our heels in when the time comes and refuse to back down, we will once
again secure a new CBA we can all be proud of.in our quest for a better future.

Per TWU 555 Bylaws, President
Charles Cerf and TWU International
Vice President Garry Drummond
(serving as the International’s
Representative to the TWU locals of
Southwest Airlines) are automatically
placed on the Negotiating Committee
to serve as co-chairs.

Over and over and over again this will happen until that day that
it all catches up to them. When this happens their entire
attendance record is reviewed, from the first day of hire to the
last day of employment. During these reviews the company will
highlight when each absence was taken in relation to days off,
vacation, free days, and shift trades. Then they may attempt to
show a pattern of calling off to get additional days off. If this
sounds familiar to you, and you think that you may fall in this
category, you should know that this is a dangerous game to play
with your livelihood. And that it has been my experience that it is
not a matter of if it catches up to you, it’s when it catches up to
you. And when it does, your chances of us getting your
employment reinstated will be very slim.
Most of us take our jobs very serious and try not to take any
chances with it, but there are some of us that act with a certain
degree of carelessness. If you find that you fall in the careless
category you should know that the company is watching you, and
it will only be a matter of time before they catch up to you. So if
you don’t remember anything else from this article please
remember this: don’t be a game player. Work to get your points
down to the negative level because when you’re hovering around
that seven point limit you are only a flat tire or an alarm clock not
going off from being unemployed. Take the steps improve your
points because we need you.
Be Safe, Be Strong, Be a Member.
United! Invincible!
randy.barnes@twu555.org

Why Should I Read the Contract?
Hello brothers and sisters. As always I hope this article finds you
healthy. Its spring already, and we have definently hit the ground
running in 2011.
As you read this, we’re only a
few short months away from
starting up contract negotiations
again. I say again but realize
that for some this will be the first
labor contract negotiations they
have ever been involved in. For
others, the feeling may be one
of, oh, it’s that time again. Either
way we all must understand that
our voices, participation, and
ultimately our vote will shape
things to come.

At the time I am writing this article, the early stages of getting the
surveys out to the members has begun. I hope that at the time
you’re reading this, you’ve at least received your Preliminary
Survey, and hopefully have already turned yours back in. If not,
and if you still have time to complete it, please realize the
importance of taking that first step in participating in the process.
Let your voice be heard. These are the opportunities to get your
concerns and issues to the forefront. When it comes to getting
your opinion out there, there’s no wrong view, just your view.
I usually make a few references to the contract, work rule
interpretations, and/or the contract fast facts, and this time will be
no different. Why? Simply put, because those are the guides that
each of you should be referencing regularly. Included within those
pages are the building blocks of what and how we do what we do
at Southwest Airlines. They also lay out the guidelines for how
the company treats us, interacts with us, and yeah even how
discipline may be doled out to employees. It’s not about “good or
bad” people; it’s about all our fellow union members.
I’m not suggesting that we all have to memorize the contract or
any particular interpretation but you should know at least the
basics: where to look for answers when you have a question. I’m
fairly certain everyone knows that Article 28 has to do with wage
rules, but how many know what’s in 18 or 6? If the plan was to
transfer one day, how many would reference Article 11 to find
some pertinent information. Or Article 21 if that transfer came
through and now the question becomes, “Who is [or, am I]
responsible for paying for that move?” These are just examples to
make the point that each and every one of us has the ability to at
least try and get the answers to questions. It is more than
understandable if the attempt is made but still leaves some
confusion that needs to be clarified. That’s why they have a word
for it—learning. And that’s where union reps at all levels can help
in understanding and interpreting to the best of their ability what
may or may not exactly be clear to you at first glance. Especially,
as we all know (at least those that didn’t skip the first part of this
article), negotiations for a new amended contract are just around
the corner. Let’s be as informed and involved as possible.
In closing, I would like to thank all the members who have
stepped up to be station representatives or union committee
members, both past and present. It’s a thankless job and while
you may not hear it regularly you are all and always have been
appreciated. Be safe, strong, and united.
Fraternally,
albert.barbosa@twu555.org

What kind of things to come?
Well, that is where you, the
Albert Barbosa
District 8 Representative members, come in. Surveys—by
taking a small amount of time
and completing your survey as honestly as possible, you help
shape the direction and even tone of how the Negotiating
Committee will proceed. Does that mean everything that gets
written in a survey will be discussed at the table with the
company? Unfortunately, it does not. But keep in mind that all
surveys will be read and that if enough fellow union members feel
the same way and included it in their survey as well, it stands a
strong chance of being included.
Remember it is the collective voice of the members that is
represented at the table by your negotiating committee. Of course
it doesn’t mean that if enough people wrote in about trying to get
“free lunch Fridays” that it would be a high priority topic. We
-12also have to be a bit realistic.

“Here, sign this.”
It usually begins with a supervisor or a manager walking up to
you with a piece of paper in his hand. Many times, it is while you
are at your assigned work position. Maybe when you are in the
bin and have just finished
downloading, or just getting
ready to leave the loading dock
to provision a plane, or when
you are trying to get the preboards on the plane. “Here, sign
this.” is the normal extent of the
conversation as they hand you
the paper. And most people,
without a second thought and
sometimes without even reading
the paper, dutifully sign on the
line provided right above their
typed name. The supervisor or
manager normally snatches
Kevin Carney
back the ink-still-wet signed
District 6 Representative document without a thank you or
explanation and walks away
leaving you to hurry up and get back to work, quickly forgetting
the encounter.
But what did you just sign? A pay raise? More vacation? Hardly.
Congratulations, you have just signed a disciplinary letter that will
sit in your file for a year, like a landmine waiting for something to
set it off—such as another allegation or an evaluation. Many
agents sign disciplinary letters without giving it a second thought
and certainly without getting their union representative involved.
After a few days or even hours, the discipline becomes a distant
fleeting memory vanishing from their thoughts. Don’t worry, if the
company accuses you of another violation, similar or not, a
manager will remind you about it during a fact finding in the
future.
Or you can take the initiative and decide what you are going to
do about your discipline. First, get a copy of whatever it is you
just signed because doing something about your discipline is on
a schedule. If you are going to file a grievance over your
discipline you have to file
it within ten (10) calendar
days from the time you
received the discipline.
The company should
have given you a copy of
the discipline when you
signed it, but that doesn’t
always happen. Make
sure you get a copy. Ask
the supervisor or manager
for one when you sign it.
If you are busy, write
yourself a note to remind
yourself to get a copy.

union representative to learn about the discipline in your file. If
the company issues you discipline letters over and over for the
same thing, chances are good that something will happen. A fact
finding for the fifth incident is not when the union representative
should first hear about it.
Your union representative can be invaluable to you in deciding
the course of action to take, if you let him/her. Although you can
probably find contractually well versed agents gathered around
tables in the break room ready to offer you advice and opinions
as to what to do about your discipline, seek out your union
representative instead. Discuss the discipline and the
circumstances surrounding the discipline with him/her. Maybe
something similar has happened in the past. Maybe the discipline
you received was more/less than everyone else. Perhaps the
company issued you the letter out of time frames. If it is an
attendance letter, is the point total correct? Let your union
representative help—that’s why you elected this individual.
More likely than not, you will end up filing a grievance if you
disagree with the discipline. There are some things to keep in
mind about discipline at Southwest Airlines. First, the purpose of
discipline seems to be not so much corrective in nature as
building a solid paper trail—whether justified or not. Most
discipline letters (excluding discipline letters issued for
attendance) will cite multiple violations of Southwest Airlines
“Basic Principles of Conduct.” Although it takes only Ten
Commandments to form the backbone of Judeo-Christian
religious and moral imperatives, Southwest Airlines is somewhat
less succinct in its listing of “Thou Shalt Nots.” For 2011, there
are 40 separate items listed in the Southwest Airlines Basic
Principles of Conduct for ground ops employees. Despite this
seemingly high number, quite a few of these BPCs are
surprisingly vague and ambiguous. And because the BPCs are
imprecise and subjective, many times the company strews
discipline letters with several different ones—applicable or not.
For this reason alone it is important for you to be aware of what
discipline you signed and to make your union representative
aware of it as well.

Once you have a copy of
the disciplinary letter, take
it to your union representative. Notice I said when you get a copy
of the discipline. Don’t assume that your union representative
receives a copy of your discipline, even if there was a fact finding
meeting. Sure it says “copy to TWU”, but like Bigfoot, the Loch
Next, while discipline should be progressive (and for that matter
Ness Monster, and the Cubs winning another World Series, the
corrective), there is no contractual language that it need be, other
union getting a copy of everything is just another myth. Countless
than for attendance. If something is heinous enough, then it may
times, the first your union representative will find out about your
warrant more severe discipline. For example, if you are at
discipline letters is while sitting in a fact finding meeting with
-13you. Obviously this is not the most opportune time for your

fault in an accident, don’t expect the company to start with verbal
counseling. They might, just don’t expect it. There are also times
when it seems as though the company is issuing excessive
discipline. So that if you do file a grievance, someone in the
company can offer to reduce the discipline—to what they had
originally intended. This means if you don’t talk it over with your
union representative the more extreme discipline will stay in your
file.
I am by no means advocating that you avoid taking responsibility
for your actions. You can’t fix everything with a grievance—your
actions have consequences. However, those consequences
should not only be reasonable, related, and proportional to your
action, but the company should also be honest when issuing
discipline. Unfortunately, that is not always the case. But the best
way to make sure is to bring the discipline letter to your union
representative and talk it over.

Noli sinere te ab improbis opprimi.
kevin.carney@twu555.org

Have You Received a LUV Letter Yet?
In the last 12 mounts or so, many members have received
discipline letters for very minor violations of Southwest’s Basic
Principles of Conduct. SWA handed out so many of these letters
that they have come to be
known as “LUV letters”. Some of
the recipients of these LUV
letters grieved them due to the
fact that many of the so-called
BPC violations were nothing
more than small (and I mean
small) typos on paperwork.
Many of our agents believed
that the discipline they received
was excessive. They also did
not agree with the verbiage in
these letters: more specifically,
the wording SWA management
used to describe their
Mark Waters
performance as employees.
District 4 Representative
On the next page, you’ll see
just one example of at least 150 LUV letters concerning job
performance that were grieved over this last year. (We now know
that many agents remained quiet about their discipline letters and
decided not to grieve them.) The LUV letter below was eventually
removed from the employee’s file, though our SWA leadership
would not be reasonable and only decided to budge one day
before a system board hearing, costing the union and SWA
several hundreds of dollars in lost time.

verbiage is because that’s honestly how they feel about you.
While they reluctantly agreed (after lots of stalling and posturing)
to reduce the titles on the discipline letters, they were hell bent on
making sure they left in the parts about you being “careless”,
“negligent”, displaying “behavior that…will not be tolerated”, and
threatening your job if you make a mistake again.
Understand, if you make a mistake they are going to try to
discipline you, so when you start to feel that things are getting
crazy just stop, take a deep breath, and do whatever it takes to
make sure you are 100% accurate on your paperwork. Don’t
worry about the time: just make sure you don’t violate an SWA
rule.
I had the honor of attending an arbitration on February 10 in DAL.
The issue was over a ramp agent talking on his cell phone while
he was waiting for the bag runner to show up so they could
offload the plane. He was talking to his fiancé to tell her the
doctor had called him, telling him to let her know to take the
medication and see if it would reduce her fever. You see, his
fiancé was a chemo patient. Naturally, the side effects to this
toxic (but necessary) form of cancer therapy have many patients
running to the emergency room due to the horrendous and
debilitating nature of those side effects. The medication was to
attempt to stabilize her temperature between chemo treatments.
During the arbitration, a director from your employee resources
department testified, under oath…
Question: If I break a rule will I be disciplined?
Director’s Answer: In my opinion, if I see it, yes.
Question: No matter what?
Director’s Answer: Yes
The way I took that was that no matter what, if you break a rule
you must be punished. Remember, this agent was on the phone
about an important medical issue with a loved one. We were
fighting that he received a LUV letter of final warning. Is this
really what we’ve come to? Is this really the LUV airline?
m.waters@twu555.org

Working Families Under Attack - Again!
There is a battle being waged in Wisconsin against the public
workers and the unions that represent them. The governor, under
the guise of rescuing the state budget, is trying to gut the right for
these public employees to
collectively bargain for wages,
benefits, and a better standard
of living. The bill he is proposing
to the legislature is basically that
public workers would now be
required to contribute to their
pension funds as well as their
personal health care.

Most of the LUV letters have been reduced from the finals or
warnings to LUV letters of instruction, or in a few cases, reduced
to discussion log entries. In our district we have had all LUV
Some of you might be saying,
letters reduced for the members that decided to grieve them. On
“So, what’s the big deal, right?”
the negative side, I was unable to get the verbiage in the letters
Well, there is one other proposal
changed regarding how your station leaders and the employee
that doesn’t get mentioned as
resources department feels about your job performance, and how
much. That being that they
they feel about you both as an employee and a person. I realize
could only collectively bargain
Mike Cernosek
that when you receive your LUV letter and you don’t agree with
for pay increases less than the
District
2
Representative
the verbiage regarding how SWA feels about you, naturally you
Consumer Price Index unless
want the wording changed; however, I have not been able to
approved in a local referendum. In other words, he wants the
convince your employee resources department that they are
state to be the “grand puba” who makes the final decision on
wrong. In other words, the reason I have only been
successful in reducing the letters and not in changing the
-14-

C.Y.A. with the F.A.A.
or a Departure from LUV?
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if these working families deserve a decent, livable wage or not.
The governor and his cronies who control the state legislature
want to be the final authority on the quality of life for teachers,
nurses, EMTs, and other public workers.
This governor believes that the unions are the biggest factor in
creating the budget mess in Wisconsin, and he wants to get rid of
them. All these public workers want is to be able to bargain for
fairness in the workplace, something that the Wisconsin governor
and the state legislature want to take away.
Brothers and sisters, this is union busting plain and simple.
They use tired old stereotypical words like “union bosses”,
“thugs”, “slackers”, “lazy”, and other derogatory labels designed
to create a knee jerk reaction from both sides and to try to
inflame the public.
Now, what are these workers
doing about this? They are
standing up and being heard. As
of this writing, they have been
gathering in massive numbers
r at the Wisconsin State House
e
k
al for the past seven days. Their
tt W
o
c
numbers have ranged from
.S
ov
25,000 one day to 75,000 on a
G
in
s
weekend day. So far the rhetoric
on
isc
coming from the governor’s
W
office is, “This is a platform I
campaigned on. I said I was going to change the way public
employees collectively bargain.” In other words, he wants to be
the supreme boss man, the big Kahuna in charge of doling out
the money!

TWU LOCAL 555
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
ELIGIBILITY
1. Must be a graduating senior who will attend an accredited
college, university or vocational school in the following fall
term or
2. Must be a current student in an accredited college,
university or vocational school continuing classes in the
following fall term and
3. Must be a Local 555 member continuing education or
whose parent or guardian is a Local 555 member. (Current
L.E.B. members and families are not eligible.)
SELECTION PROCESS
A random drawing will be held for each district (according to
the new eight district map, taking effect May 1st) where the
applicant’s parent or guardian lives or, in the case of a current
member, the district where he/she lives. One winner will be
selected, from each district, of the verified applications, for a
scholarship in the amount of $1000.00. Scholarships will be
awarded in June.
RULES
TWU Local 555 will verify the eligibility of each applicant in the
respective districts. This scholarship is available to high school
seniors who are continuing on to college or vocational school
full time, full time college or vocational students, full time
graduate students, and TWU members (whether full or part
time students). Full time is defined as 12 credit hours.

Now in order for this bill to be voted on, the state senate needs to
have a quorum. In Wisconsin, that basically means that there
must be at least 20 out of the 33 senators present in order to
have a vote on this bill, and for the bill to pass. The 14 members
in opposition of this bill (known as the budget-repair bill) have left
the city of Madison. In fact, they have left the State of Wisconsin
in order to try to stop a vote on the bill. They have vowed not to
return until the vote is stopped. The governor has been sending
the state police out looking for these 14 senators to force them
back to the state house. Wow, talk about your democracy!

One winner will be selected from each district and the amount
of $1000.00 will be paid directly to the college, university or
school that the winner actually attends. If tuition is covered by
other scholarship monies, payment will be made directly to the
winner.

Now here is the rub. The unions, over the weekend, agreed to
cuts in health care and retirement benefits that would reduce
their take home pay by eight percent. The governor’s response:
No Deal. He wants to control the collective bargaining rights. In
fact not only would he not compromise, he predicted Wisconsin
would pave the way for other states to follow suit. I don’t know
about you, but that scares the hell out of me.

The application must be presented to the Local 555 union
office by May 31st, of the year in which the applicant is
applying for fall scholarship and must be verified by the
Recording Secretary.

This same situation is starting to take place in Ohio, and
governors in Nevada and Florida are promising to be next. When
the unions compromised to help solve the budget problem, the
governor of Wisconsin got exactly what he had originally sought,
but that wasn’t enough for him. His true colors are now showing:
he wasn’t just looking to fix the
deficit, he was looking to destroy
collective bargaining. To quote
former Michigan Governor
Jennifer Granholm, “The
conversation should be about
deficits, not collective bargaining.
In fact, there are states in this
country that have massive

The applicant must provide verification of enrollment to a
college, university or vocational school. The scholarships will
be paid once enrollment is confirmed.
DEADLINE

Working Safe Is A Challenge.
One thing I must point out concerning safety: Southwest holds us
responsible to know and abide by all the safety rules that the
company has documented. Yes, every rule. The Ground Ops
Manual (GOM) details all our duties and practices. The proper
and safe way to carry out each
duty is spelled out completely in
the GOM.

deficits that have no collective bargaining, and there are states
that have very low deficits that do have collective bargaining.
Don’t combine the two. They are separate arguments.”
It should be noted that as of this writing, the unions
have now urged all teachers to return to work.
Brothers and sisters, this malicious attack on working
families has to stop. The middle class is in peril and it
could be coming to a state near you in the future. I
ask that we all stand together to ensure that it doesn’t.
In Solidarity
mike.cernosek@twu555.org

Of Safety & of the Unknown
As we begin this new decade, 2011 has already
proven to be a challenging year. We have had a
number of major adverse winter storms, and as I write
this article the northeast is dealing with yet
another.

De-icing At the Gate
In many of our cold weather
stations it is common practice
to de-ice or “defrost” our
aircraft at the gate. This
practice creates hazards for
our ramp agents who must
work other flights at those
gates. After the aircraft is
sprayed with glycol, much of
this liquid remains. The glycol
creates severe slip and fall
hazards for all employees
working flights inside the
Jesse Soto
safety envelope. We have
Recording Secretary,
had reports of aircraft being
Safety & Health Advisor
de-iced at 6 AM, with the
slip/fall hazards remaining well into the afternoon and longer.
Glycol on the ground and on equipment (i.e. push backs and belt
loaders) can lead to injuries and accidents, including aircraft
damage.
The simple solution would be to stop this practice and de-ice and
de-frost at the pad or anywhere outside our gate safety zone.
However, some station managers have simply told our employees
to “be careful out there” and have done little or nothing to stop
the practice or mitigate the hazards. The local station manager or
team leader makes the decision to spray at the gate. The
decision, our agents tell us, is based entirely on cost. We see this
practice as unnecessary and risky. Cost savings will be wiped out
by one accident or injury. The serious hazards created by this
practice are placed on the lives of our members who work inside
the safety zone—they bear all the risk.
So what have we done about this? We brought this issue to
ground ops VPs and senior safety personnel at Southwest. We
have had two meetings with them already and are working with
them to solve this problem. We are striving to find the answers
quickly. We have visits slated for test cities, which should be
completed this week. Our hope is to resolve the problem or
eliminate the hazards now, this winter, when the conditions for
de-icing are present.

Recently, two ramp agents
were terminated for being
involved in an accident that
caused damage to the wing of
an aircraft. Both the push back
driver and the wing walker were
terminated for not following the
proper push back procedures
detailed in the GOM. In case
you may have forgotten, all
ramp agents are signed off on
the procedures during recurrent
training once a year. Since training has been done via the
computer, when we log on to the computer—we have confirmed
our training electronically. It is easy to not follow the proper safety
rules during our regular work day. The reality may be that the
proper rules are not enforced by local management. But when an
accident occurs, the investigation will reveal the improper work
practice. Let me state it again, we are held responsible to know
the proper safe procedures detailed in the GOM. And we are held
responsible to adhere to those safe practices. Short cuts to slice
a little time off the turn will not stand up as a substitute for a safe
work practice when an accident occurs. Remember, protect
yourself and each other by working safe and doing your duties as
detailed in the GOM.

Air Tran Acquisition Is A Challenge
Many are concerned as to how the seniority will be handled when
we become one giant airline. Will I be losing seniority? The
challenge to this issue is to stay calm and patient because the
acquisition process will take some time. One and a half to two
years is what I have heard. It does not do any good to worry
about that, which we do not have any say over, at this time.
Your union has a committee which is meeting with Air Tran
representatives to discuss the seniority issue. This committee will
report to the LEB. The LEB will reach an agreement on the issue.
But you, the membership, will have the final vote on whether to
accept the agreement reached by the union. If the majority votes
“NO” then the issue of seniority will be decided by an arbitrator.
The best thing about Air Tran, in my opinion, is that Southwest is
buying them and not the other way around. Our airline is growing
and so are our opportunities, our job security, and the potential
for enhanced benefits through negotiations.
Finally, let me end by stating the obvious—Southwest is the best
airline because we are the best employees. We have never
backed down from a challenge. We have always done well—even
in a bad economy. We are resilient in adversity and faithful in our
abilities to weather any storm.
I am proud to serve alongside you as we find the answers to
issues we face. Thank God for all of you and may He bless you
and our great airline.
jesse.soto@twu555.org
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plutocracy, or a democracy. But not both.
Jim Hightower is a nationally syndicated radio
commentator and the bestselling author of Swim
Against the Current: Even a Dead Fish Can Go With
the Flow. For more information visit
www.jimhightower.com.

Another View: Plenty of American Jobs
By gollies, America is still an exporting powerhouse. In fact, our
corporate chieftains have made us number one in exporting
America’s most precious goods — our jobs, factories,
technologies, and middle-class
opportunities.
With unemployment and
underemployment devastating
millions of families in our country,
perhaps you’ve assumed that U.S.
corporations aren’t hiring these
days. Nonsense.
In fact, they added 1.4 million jobs
last year alone — overseas. For
example, more than half of
Caterpillar’s new hires in 2010
were in foreign countries. Many
more of this giant’s jobs are
Jim Hightower
headed offshore in the near future,
for Caterpillar, which was once an
iconic American brand, has recently invested in three new plants
in China.

Meet Chuck Laterza
TWU’s Pension and Benefits Specialist
Retiring soon? Have benefits questions? Chuck has advised
many workers over the years. Chuck can help you develop a
retirement plan designed for your family’s specific goals
He knows the pitfalls of not planning for retirement. “Most people
don’t start early enough; they think the day will never get here.
That’s a big mistake.” Chuck says.
Chuck spent over 11 years working with AMR as a Benefits and
Pension Specialist. He has advised thousands of employees on
retirement benefits, their options and some of their pitfalls. He
can answer your questions regarding 401k plans, medical, dental,
life insurance, and travel privileges as a retiree.
Chuck now works part time for the TWU, advising
members on their planning
options. There are many
different plans that you should
be aware of, so you can make
the right decisions before you
go.

It’ll not only manufacture tractors and bulldozers there, but
it’ll also begin to ship its design work and technology
development jobs to China.
Likewise, DuPont, once proud of its U.S. workforce, has
slashed its number of American employees in recent
years, while increasing its Asia-Pacific workforce by
more than half. Indeed, DuPont no longer considers
itself American — “We are a global player,” sniff’s its
chief innovation officer.

Laterza asks that those
interested in meeting with
him please call and make an
advance appointment. He is
available for consultation on
Mondays and Wednesdays
from 7:00am- 5:00pm and
Tuesdays from 9:00am –
7:00pm (Central Time). To
make an appointment, call
his office at 817-5538809.

Such homemade brands as Coca-Cola, Dell, and IBM
are also among the multitude of corporations
abandoning our shores and our middle class. Of
course, they still keep their well-appointed
headquarters here so the corporation and top
executives can continue enjoying all that America
has to offer.
Calvin Coolidge once asserted that “What’s good
for business is good for America.” That was
myopic enough, but today’s narcissistic CEOs are
are even more self-serving, declaring that “What’s
good for business is good for business, America be damned.”
If we are to have a united society, America cannot tolerate
such raw selfishness by the privileged few. We can have a

His office is located at
601 W. Harwood in
Hurst, Texas. For those
of us who don’t live anywhere near Dallas, that’s no problem.
Chuck can still consult with you on your retirement questions.
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You can reach Chuck via e-mail at claterza@twu.org

Inspiration for ‘Rosie the Riveter’
Dies
The 17-year-old Michigan factory
worker who was the inspiration for the
iconic World War II Rosie the Riveter “We Can
Do It” poster died Dec. 26 in Lansing, Mich.
Geraldine Doyle was 86.

Beyond 555

Doyle was on the job in a
metal factory just a few
weeks after graduating from
high school in 1942 when a
United Press International
(UPI) news service
photographer shot a picture
of her leaning over a piece
of machinery while wearing
a red and white polka-dot
bandanna over her hair.
Westinghouse
commissioned artist J. Howard Miller to produce
several morale-boosting posters for display
inside its buildings. The project was funded by
the government as a way to motivate workers
and perhaps recruit new ones for the war effort.
Smitten with the UPI photo, Miller reportedly
was said to have decided to base one of his
posters on the anonymous, slender metal
worker — Doyle.
“Rosie the Riveter” came to symbolize the
millions of women who entered the World War II
workforce and who were especially instrumental
in the war industries — shipyards, munitions
plants and airplane factories — that had been
strictly male dominated. With millions of men in
the armed services, women took over these
vital jobs.

Governors Go to War…
On Their Own Workers
Even before being sworn in, the Republican
governors in Wisconsin, South Carolina and
Iowa have declared war on unions in their
states.
“We’re going to fight the unions,” said South
Carolina Gov.-elect Nikki Haley (R) as she
appointed anti-union lawyer Catherine
Templeton to head the Department of Labor,
which she said will play a key role in keeping
unions out of the South Carolina Boeing plant
where workers are organizing.
“Last I checked, the right to organize was
protected under federal law,” responded IAM
spokesman Frank Larkin.
Such blatant antiunionism isn’t surprising
in the South, but in
Wisconsin, a traditional
labor stronghold, Gov.elect Scott Walker —
also a Republican —
suggested abolishing
state employee unions to
eliminate the state’s
budget deficit.

“Anything from the decertify all the way through
modifications of the current laws,” Walker said
at a December Milwaukee Press Club
luncheon.
Responded Marty Beil, executive
director of the Wisconsin State
Employees Union: “It’s too bad Scott
Walker wants to destroy a law that
assures the uninterrupted delivery of
high-quality public services and has
kept labor peace for more than three
decades.” While three state worker
unions in Iowa had reached tentative
agreements with the state, aides to
Gov.-elect Terry Branstad said in late
December that all of those contracts
are going back on the table when he takes
office in January.
And in a related story, the incoming Republican
governors of Wisconsin and Ohio rejected $1.2
billion in federal funding for high-speed rail
projects, which would have created tens of
thousands of good jobs. The jobless rate is 9.4
percent in Wisconsin and 9.9 percent in Ohio.

Delta Flight Attendants Fight Back After
Vote
Calling it “the largest anti-union campaign in
history,” the Association of Flight Attendants
(AFA-CWA) has filed formal interference
charges with the National Mediation Board
(NMB) against Delta Air Lines management.
The union is alleging unlawful conduct during
the recent flight
attendant
representation
election which
the attendants
lost by just 165
votes out of
nearly 10,000 cast.
The AFA charged that Delta “spared no
expense in attempting to destroy the collective
bargaining rights that Northwest flight
attendants have worked to maintain for over 60
years.”
The union charged a wide range of coercive
and intimidating tactics on the part of Delta,
including monitoring computers, continuously
playing anti-union DVDs in
crew lounges, distribution of
literature telling flight
attendants how to vote
against the union and
weekly conference calls by
Delta President Richard
Anderson in which he
promised raises if the union
was rejected.
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Organizing Update: 50,000 TSA
Officers to Vote
Transportation Security officers are
tentatively set to begin their long-awaited
union vote by mid-March.
Representatives of the Transportation Security
Administration, American Federation of
Government Employees, National Treasury
Employees Union and the Federal Labor
Relations Authority met on January 21 to
finalize details of the election, in which 50,000
officers will choose between the two unions.
Voting — online and through a toll-free phone
number — is tentatively scheduled for March 9
through April 19, with the Labor Relations
Authority counting the votes on April 20.

Umps Make the Call for Union
It was an
easy call for
200 minor
league
umpires, who
are now
members of
the
Association
of Minor League Umpires (AMLU)/OPEIU Guild
322, a division of the Office, Professional and
Technical Workers International Union.
Although the minor league umps call strikes and
balls for the love of the game and the dream of
making it as major league baseball umpires, the
reality is they’re away from family for six months
of the year, earn very little money and have no
security or stability.
“Ninety-nine percent of people who… become
minor league umpires will never step foot on a
major league field,” Local 322 President Shaun
Francis told Workers Independent News (WIN).
“We don’t have any sort of pension, we don’t
have any sort of retirement plan. The salary and
wages are so low that most guys leave the
game in their mid-thirties with no career and
have to look for a new career path, and no
money and often times debt.”
Francis told WIN that now that the minor league
umpires have OPEIU representation they’re
looking forward to a serious effort at the
bargaining table next year to improve the lot of
minor league umps. “Having the resources to
be at our side when we go to that bargaining
table…is going to be invaluable. Something that
we realize we could never do on our own.”

Unionizing, it’s the Real Thing: Reality
TV Writers Go Union
Next up, a reality show about organizing?
Some 100 writers and producers of popular
reality televisions shows have won the right to
unionize, a first-ever for the booming “reality”
industry. The writers for Atlas Media and ITV
Studios, which produce shows like “Dr. G:

Medical Examiner” and “The First 48” voted to
join Writers Guild of America, East.
Freelance writers have been notoriously
difficult to organize and with reality
television a brand-new industry, television
show production companies have been
resisting treating their reality writers the
same way they treat their fiction show
writers.
Unlike fiction show writers, who are
largely full-time and unionized, with
benefits, pensions and job protections,
reality show writers are freelancers — like a
growing number of American workers — who
work “job to job, contract to contract, often with
no idea where their next paycheck is coming
from — and certainly no pension fund, 401K or
benefits,” writes Sarah Jaffe on Alternet.
“The main thing we can learn from this
campaign is that it can be done, freelance
employees can organize, freelance employees
can win benefits,” Justin Molito, director of
organizing at the Writers Guild, told Alternet.
While Atlas will begin negotiations with the
Guild, ITV is appealing their election results.
The next target for the Guild is Lion TV, which
has 85 writers. Lion produces the mid-afternoon
hit show “Cash Cab.”

NLRB Defending Card Check
Card check has a
new champion.
The National Labor
Relations Board
announced in
January that it plans
to sue Arizona, South
Carolina, South
Dakota and Utah to
invalidate their efforts
to prohibit private
sector workers from
choosing a union
through card check.
The four states last
November passed
constitutional
amendments against
card check, a procedure in which an employer
must recognize a union if a majority of its
employees sign cards declaring their desire to
unionize.
The amendments were pushed by conservative
groups trying to pre-empt the Employee Free
Choice Act (EFCA), which would have denied
employers the ability to block workers from

choosing that method of organizing. Under
EFCA, workers still could have chosen a secretballot election if they preferred that route.
Although the issue became
moot when Congressional
Republicans killed EFCA, the
constitutional amendments
were approved in last
Fall’s elections and the
NLRB now says
those actions are
pre-empted by
federal labor law. Defiant
state officials say they’ll
strongly defend the
amendments.

Continental Workers Win First
Contract
Thirteen was the lucky number for fleet service
workers at Continental Airlines. They won a
tentative first labor contract in late November
after five previous attempts to organize over 13
years had failed.
The 7,600 Teamsters will get four raises totaling
a 10.5 percent wage hike over the course of the
30-month contract, along with longevity
premiums, and improved displacement and
grievance procedures.
Workers at Continental hadn’t had a union since
the Air Line Pilots Association lost a major strike
there in 1983.

Committee Name Change
Signals Attack on Workers
Stripping the word “Labor” from the
official name of the House
Education and Labor Committee
was more than a symbolic move by
the new Republican majority. A look
at the agenda of the newly named
House Education and Workforce
Committee reveals a serious
assault on workers and their unions,
reports Mike Hall on the AFL-CIO’s
blog.
“The committee’s revamped website
includes a screed against workers,
unions and labor laws decked out
in rhetoric about defending
workplace democracy,” writes Hall.

• Weaken rules on Trade Adjustment
Assistance for workers who lose their jobs
to unfair foreign trade.
The Education and Labor Committee was
founded in 1867 and retained that name —
except for a brief time when it was split into
separate Education and Labor committees —
through both Democratic and Republican
majorities for 122 years, notes Hall.
Republicans cut “labor” from the committee’s
title when they took over the House in 1995 and
the Democrats restored it in 2006.
In a related development underscoring the new
Republican majority’s more business-friendly
House, Calif. Rep. Darrell Issa, chair of the
House Oversight and Government Reform
Committee, invited more than 150 corporations,
trade associations and conservative think tanks
to send him a list of their least favorite “existing
and proposed regulations.” Issa also asked for
“suggestions on reforming identified regulations
and the rule-making process.”

The Other Side of Apple
Apple’s attention to detail in popular products
like the iPhone and iPad does not extend to
worker health and safety at its operations in
China, according to a new report.
The report on “The Other Side of Apple” by the
Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs
(IPE) found lax worker health and safety and
environmental standards and a lack of
transparency in Apple’s Chinese suppliers.
Apple — which made headlines last year after a
wave of suicides at Chinese supplier Foxconn’s
plants — ranked last out of 29 tech companies
in responsiveness and transparency in the IPE
report. A nine-month survey of Apple’s Chinese
suppliers conducted by Beijing-based IPE and
other green groups found that Apple
consistently failed to uphold environmental and
worker-safety standards, producing a toxic shop
floor environment that resulted in at least 49
workers in eastern China getting sick because
of factory conditions at Apple’s assembly plants.
Apple denies the allegations.

Here are just three Republican ideas on how
to “defend” workplace democracy:
• Repeal a rule that enables airline and rail
workers to choose to join a union by
majority votes;
• Target for elimination the laws that
protect wages of construction workers;
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